
S O U N D P R O O F I N G L O S A N G E L E S

ISOLATE AIRBORNE SOUND FROM STUDS

SOUND CELLS ABSORB SOUND

FITS STANDARD FURRING CHANNEL

RESILMOUNT
A96R™ CEILING ISOLATION CLIP
MECHANICALLY ISOLATE CEILINGS AND WALLS

Sound Isolation
Resilmount A96R sound isolation clips
prevent sound from travelling through
ceilings. By physically separating the
ceilings from joists, Resilmount A96R
clips stop sound from moving between
floors.

Customizable Installations
Resilmount A96R clips reduce the
amount of vertical space lost from
adding clips and channel soundproofing
solutions to ceilings. Their intuitive
design allows for the ability to adjust the
distance from which the ceiling hangs
from the joists.

Engineered Effectiveness
Resilmount clips utilize a patented
thermoplastic rubber pad that is more
effective than normal rubber. Sound cell
design breaks up and absorbs sound

Soundproofing Los Angeles is your one-
stop shop for al l your soundproofing needs.
We carry a ful l l ine of soundproofing and
sound management solutions. We are
committed to making our customers happy.

(888) 927-7495
www.soundproofinglosangeles.com

Resilmount A96R is an adjustable acoustic
mounting bracket for suspending furring
channels below joists or trusses. A96Rs have
been proven to reduce airborne and structure-
borne vibration in ceiling applications.

INSTALLATION PATTERN FOR A96R CLIPS
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RESILMOUNT A96R CLIPS

Resilmount A96R sound isolation clips work to
mechanically “decouple” ceilings from a
building's frame, reducing the amount of sound
energy travelling from one floor to another.
Additionally, the rubber mount of the A96R clips
absorbs sound, reducing noise transmission.

SOUND ISOLATION YOUR WAY

Resilmount A96R sound isolation clips provide a
variety of ways to isolate ceiling drywall from
overhead joists. A96R clips are adjustable and
easy to install.

In most cases, measuring and screwing in clips,
followed by snapping in hat channel should be an
simple and straigthforward process.

When combining a Resilmount clips and channel
assembly with the application of Green Glue
Noiseproofing Compound and extra layers of
drywall, you create a total noise solution that
effectively reduces high, mid, and low
frequencies. Acoustical sealant to fill perimeter
gaps and gaps around fixtures adds a finishing
touch to stop noise propagation.

Soundproofing Los Angeles makes ordering all
the products you need for your soundproofing
project a snap. Give us a call or order directly off
our website for the best prices.

Example A.
A96R clips are adjustable and are ideal for
ceiling soundproofing installations where the
joists are uneven. Since A96R clips hang from
the ceiling they can be used when the ceiling
needs to hang below pipes or conduits

Example B.
A96R clips are also the ideal solution when there
is a desire to keep the ceiling as high as possible
while still separating it from the structure of the
building. Ceiling drops as low as 1/4" are
achievable with Resilmount A96R clips.




